UNIFAB named to Acadia's Top 100 again
Teamwork and fair pricing key to Universal Fabricator's success.

Universal Fabricators (UNIFAB), a leader in the area's business community and the global offshore industry, has once again been named to the list of Acadia's Top 100 businesses.

UNIFAB is located on a 115-acre developed facility at the Port of Kenis, with 8,000 feet of water frontage that provides excellent access to the Gulf of Mexico and the Intracoastal Waterway. Over the years, UNIFAB has compiled a formidable list of accomplishments and has demonstrated to the oil industry its capabilities and technological expertise. UNIFAB has been a platform for solving rig, barges, production equipment, and spar construction for the offshore and refinery production industries.

With a strong presence in the area, UNIFAB's success is a testament to the dedication of its workforce. Coupled with the experience of the top managers, UNIFAB has developed a high level of efficiency and productivity in a competitive market.

"Our Project Management System is very effective," remarks Baran. "Essentially, without a capable management team, the level of success that we maintain would be impossible to achieve."

"Each customer counts," continues Baran. "Our Project Management System maintains the problem-solving skills of our staff and, in turn, we optimize customer satisfaction." Each of UNIFAB's projects has a written operating plan, with top managers and supervisors within the organization engaged in decision-making and correspondence. All employees are involved in the process, and all are aware of their roles and responsibilities.

Through the Project Management System, UNIFAB employs the expertise of an individual project manager for each phase of design, engineering, fabrication, machine testing, and assembly. It is a system that provides the attention to detail that an intersection of engineering, and customer satisfaction.

"One of the greatest challenges of the competitive business climate is to maintain an environment and a positive attitude," observes Baran. "At UNIFAB, we pride ourselves on creating an environment that inspires our employees to be efficient, professional, and innovative. We believe that the most effective way to build productive relationships is to surround yourself with people who are dedicated to their work."

Each of UNIFAB's projects is a reflection of the company's dedication to quality and customer service. By delivering high-quality projects on time and within budget, UNIFAB continues to set the standard for excellence in the offshore industry.

"It's a quality business people often overlook," adds Baran. "In today's high-pressure world, we often forget the essentials of teamwork and cooperation."
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